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Goal & Background

Alan Turing

Automating parts of mathematics, increasing the speed of
mathematical progress, helping humans achieve their own
mathematical goals, addressing the question “What parts of
mathematics can be automated?”.



Success

Herbert Robbins

Robbins’ Conjecture. In 1933 Robbin’s proposed axioms equivalent
to Huntington’s Axioms for boolean algebra.



Success



Automating Conjecture-Making

Paul Erdős

The “Johnny Appleseed” of Conjecture-makers



Automating Conjecture-Making

Our framework:

I Mathematics is about Objects which have Invariants and
Properties.

I Conjectures have the form of Invariant-relation or
Property-Relation statements.

I Conjectures can be used to motivate Concept Formation and
to assist Theorem Proving.



Objects

 1 2 3
2 5 6
3 6 9



Symmetric Matrices



Objects

2, 3, 47, 10100

Natural Numbers



Objects

Graphs



Objects

Maximize: 11.0x0 + 13.0x1

Constraints:

x0 + x1 ≤ 1.0
−x0 − x1 ≤ −1.0
2.0x0 + 2.0x1 ≤ 3.0

(Form: Ax̂ ≤ b̂)

x0, x1 ≥ 0

Linear Programs



Objects

(Chomp) Game positions



Invariants

 1 2 3
2 5 6
3 6 9



Ex’s: determinant, rank, number of rows, largest eigenvalue,
product of the euclidean lengths of the column vectors



Invariants

2, 3, 47, 10100

Ex’s: number of divisors, number of digits, π(x), φ(x), log x , x
log x



Invariants

Ex’s: number of vertices, number of edges, average distance,
maximum degree



Invariants

Maximize: 11.0x0 + 13.0x1

Constraints:

x0 + x1 ≤ 1.0
−x0 − x1 ≤ −1.0
2.0x0 + 2.0x1 ≤ 3.0

(Form: Ax̂ ≤ b̂)

x0, x1 ≥ 0

Ex’s: largest singular value, optimum, number of rows, number of
columns, rank, polytope dimension, polytope integral points,
b length, c length



Invariants

Ex’s: number of cookies, number of rows, number of diagonal
cookies



Properties

 1 2 3
2 5 6
3 6 9



Ex’s: is singular, is unitary, is doubly stochastic, is invertible



Properties

2, 3, 47, 10100

Ex’s: is prime, is perfect, is square, is square-free



Properties

Ex’s: is connected, is bipartite, is regular



Properties

Maximize: 11.0x0 + 13.0x1

Constraints:

x0 + x1 ≤ 1.0
−x0 − x1 ≤ −1.0
2.0x0 + 2.0x1 ≤ 3.0

(Form: Ax̂ ≤ b̂)

x0, x1 ≥ 0

Ex’s: has bounded feasible region, has integral coefficients, has
redundant constraints



Properties

Ex’s: is N -position, is P-position, is L-shape, is rectangular shape



Invariant-relations

 1 2 3
2 5 6
3 6 9



Hadamard’s Inequality: determinant ≤ product of the euclidean
lengths of the column vectors



Invariant-relations

2, 3, 47, 10100

Ex.: π(x) ≥ x
logx .



Invariant-relations

Ex.: number of edges ≥ number of vertices



Invariant-relations

Maximize: 11.0x0 + 13.0x1

Constraints:

x0 + x1 ≤ 1.0
−x0 − x1 ≤ −1.0
2.0x0 + 2.0x1 ≤ 3.0

(Form: Ax̂ ≤ b̂)

x0, x1 ≥ 0

Ex.: optimum ≤ 2*b length + polytope integral points



Invariant-relations

Ex.: number of cookies ≥ number of diagonal cookies



Property-relations

 1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9



Ex.: is unitary ⇒ is invertible



Property-relations

2, 3, 47, 10100

Ex.: is perfect ⇒ is square-free



Property-relations

Ex.: is bipartite ⇒ is regular



Property-relations

Maximize: 11.0x0 + 13.0x1

Constraints:

x0 + x1 ≤ 1.0
−x0 − x1 ≤ −1.0
2.0x0 + 2.0x1 ≤ 3.0

(Form: Ax̂ ≤ b̂)

x0, x1 ≥ 0

Ex.: has integral coefficients ⇒ is bounded



Property-relations

Ex.: is N position ⇒ is ∼ P position



Generating Invariant Bounds

I Invariants: β1, β2,. . . , βk .

I Unary operators: -1, +1, x*2, x/2, x**2, x*(-1), x**(-1),
sqrt(x), ln(x), log 10(x)

I Binary operators: x+y, x*y, max(x,y), min(x,y), x-y, x/y, x**y

I Examples: β1 − 1, β2 + β3, max(β4, β5 − 1).



Generating Invariant Bounds

These are represented as trees, with operators at the non-pendant
nodes and invariants at the pendant nodes.

max(β4, β5 − 1)

max

β4 −1

β5

The complexity of an expression can be defined as the number of
nodes in the tree that represents it.



Generating Property Bounds

I Properties: P1, P2,. . . , Pk .

I Unary operators: ∼
I Binary operators: &, |, ˆ, ⇒
I Examples: ∼ P1, P2&P3, P4|P5, P2 ⇒∼ P3.

⇒

P2 ∼

P3



Generating Invariant Relation Statements

I Invariant of Interest: α.

I Relation type: ≤.

I Examples: α ≤ β1 − 1, α ≤ β2 + β3, α ≤ max(β4, β5).



Sorcerer’s Apprentice Problem

Too many conjectures to be helpful.



Sorcerer’s Apprentice Problem

Hao Wang



What is interesting, important, significant?

Erdős: “Let’s leave it to Rhadamanthus”.



What is interesting, important, significant?

Our approach:

I Conjecture bounds for invariants where there is existing
interest.

I Conjecture necessary or sufficient conditions for properties
that are of existing interest.

Examples:
Distribution of primes, bounds for the domination, independence
and chromatic numbers of a graph, necessary conditions for graph
Hamiltonicity.



Fajtlowicz’s Idea

Paul Erdős and Siemion Fajtlowicz



Fajtlowicz’s Idea

I Start with some examples of objects: g1, g2, . . . , gl .

I Check each potential conjecture for truth with respect to
these objects.

I Ex. number of edges(g1) ≥ number of vertices(g1), ...

I Ex. is bipartite (g1) ⇒ is regular (g1), ...



Fajtlowicz’s Idea

I Check each potential conjecture for “significance”.

I Start with some examples of objects: g1, g2, . . ., gl ,

I and existing conjectured bounds β1,. . . βm

I A potential conjectured lower bound β (for α) is significant if
there is an object g such that

β(g) > max{β1(g), ..., βm(g)}

I A potential conjectured upper bound β (for α) is significant if
there is an object g such that:

β(g) < min{β1(g), ..., βm(g)}



Fajtlowicz’s Idea

I Goal: conjectured lower bounds for α.

I Examples of objects: g1, g2, g3.

I Current conjectured lower bounds: β1, β2.

I Question: Should β be added to lower bound conjectures?

α β β1 β2
g1 5 3 3 4
g2 3 1 3 2
g3 7 6 3 4

I One consequence of this significance test: the program cannot
produce any more conjectures than there are example objects.



Initial Invariant-relation Experiments

Some examples from: Matrix Theory, Number Theory, Graph
Theory, Linear Programming, Game Theory



Matrix Theory Conjectures

I Upper bound conjectures for the determinant of a symmetric
matrix.

I Invariants = [determinant, nullity, rank, trace, nrows,
permanent, maximum eigenvalue, minimum eigenvalue,
average eigenvalue, number of distinct eigenvalues,
spectral radius, frobenius norm, l2 norm, l inf norm,
max column sum, ratio min max absolute eigenvalues,
separator]

I determinant(x) ≤ permanent(x)
determinant(x) ≤ maximum eigenvalue(x)*trace(x)
determinant(x) ≤ (rank(x) + 1)*spectral radius(x)

I determinant(x) ≥ minimum eigenvalue(x)*separator(x)
determinant(x) ≥ minimum(permanent(x), log(nullity(x)))



Number Theory Conjectures

Invariants = [goldbach, prime pi, euler phi, number, digits10,
digits2, sigma, count divisors, next prime, previous prime,
count quadratic residues, mertens, li, zeta, reciprocal prime sum,
max prime divisor, prime product]



Number Theory Conjectures

Invariant of Interest = |π(x)− Li(x)|,

where Li(x) =
∫ x
2

1
ln(t)dt is the (offset) logarithmic integral

(so Li(x) = li(x)− li(2))



Number Theory Conjectures

Von Koch (1907) showed that the Riemann hypothesis is
equivalent to the statement that

|π(x)− Li(x)| ≤
√
x ln(x)

for x ≥ 2.01.



Number Theory Conjectures

|π(x)− Li(x)| ≤ -digits10(x)ˆ(1/4) + digits2(x)

|π(x)− Li(x)| ≤ sqrt(number(x)) - log(euler phi(x))

|π(x)− Li(x)| ≤ max(digits10(x), 1/2*sqrt(previous prime(x)))

These bounds are no more than
√
x ln(x) for 3 ≤ x ≤ 1, 000, 000



Independence Number Conjectures

The independence number α of a graph is the largest number of
nodes with no edges between any pair.

α = 4



Independence Number Conjectures

α(x) ≥ density(x) + lovasz theta(x) - min degree(x) + 1

α(x) ≥ card periphery(x) - max degree(x) - residue(x)

α(x) ≥ min{edges - order + 1,diameter}



Domination Number Conjectures

The domination number γ of a graph is the fewest number of
nodes so that these nodes are adjacent to all other nodes.

γ = 3



Domination Number Conjectures

domination number ≤ fractional independence number

domination number ≤ annihilation number

domination number ≤ residue + 1



Linear Programming Conjectures

Maximize: cx̂
Ax̂ ≤ b̂

Invariants = [largest singular value, optimum, number of rows,
number of columns, rank, polytope dimension,
polytope integral points, polytope number of facets, A 1 norm,
A 2 norm, A inf norm, A frobenius norm, b length, c length,
polytope radius square, polytope number integral vertices,
polytope proportion integral vertices, rankAb]

optimum(x) ≤ 2*b length(x) + polytope integral points(x)

optimum(x) ≤ 2/(number of rows(x) - 1) + 2*b length(x)



Mazur’s Idea

Add known bounds to the program
—so that conjectures give better bounds than existing theory.



Mazur’s Idea

alpha lower theory = [average distance, radius, residue,
max even minus even horizontal ]

independence number(x) ≥ domination number(x)
independence number(x) ≥ indep dominating set number(x)
independence number(x) ≥ order(x)/chromatic num(x)
independence number(x) ≥ min degree(x) - number of triangles(x)
independence number(x) ≥ different degrees(x) - 1
independence number(x) ≥ min(diameter(x), lovasz theta(x))



Property-relation Conjectures

Goal: Necessary Conditions for a property P

P

g



Hamiltonicity

A Hamiltonian cycle in a graph is a cycle that covers all of the
vertices of the graph.



Hamiltonicity

proptheory = [is two connected, is van den heuvel]

(is hamiltonian) ⇒ ((is chordal)⇒(is dirac))
(is hamiltonian)⇒(has radius leq card center)
(is hamiltonian)⇒((has perfect matching)⇒(is class1))
(is hamiltonian)⇒((is traceable)&(is van den heuvel))

Note: Conjecture 4 is true.

The program cannot conjecture that Hamiltonian graphs have the
van den Heuvel property (this wouldnt be informative), but being
traceable and van den Heuvel is stronger than being van den
Heuvel alone.



Property-based Invariants

I For any property P, the characteristic function χP defines an
invariant.

I Property: diameter equals twice radius

I Ex.: diameter equals twice radius value(x)



Property-based Invariants

Theorem (Erdős, Saks and Sős): independence number ≥ radius

Conjecture: independence number(x) ≥
diameter(x)ˆdiameter equals twice radius value(x)

Says: independence number(x) ≥ diameter(x) if
diameter equals twice radius



Human’s Cannot Make Better Conjectures

I There are no simpler statements that are true and significant:

I There are no simpler invariant-relations built from the
specified invariants and operators that are both true and
significant.

I There are no simpler property-relations built from the
specified properties and sentential connectives that are both
true and significant.



Complex Conjectures

Can still be useful — for estimating the value of an invariant (or
determining if an object has a property)



Future Work: Graph Brain

Main Idea: add all published graph properties, invariants, bounds,
necessary and sufficient conditions, and graphs to the program.

Then the quality of the conjectures will be as good as humanly
possibly—using these ingredients.



Game Playing Conjectures

Deep Blue vs. Kasparov



Game Playing Conjectures

Chomp is an impartial two-player perfect information game that
terminates in a finite number of moves; thus it has a winning
strategy. The winning strategy in the general case is not known.



Game Playing Conjectures

Invariants =[cookie rank, duplicate columns, duplicate rows,
first two columns difference, first two rows difference,
possible cookies, number of cookies, L difference,
diagonal cookies, max column cookies, max column cookies,
inside]

diagonal cookies(x) ≤ possible cookies(x)
diagonal cookies(x) ≤ max column cookies(x)
diagonal cookies(x) ≤ L difference(x) + 1
diagonal cookies(x) ≥ duplicate rows(x)
diagonal cookies(x) ≥ cookie rank(x) - 1



The Program

I Open-source

I Written for Sage

I Python

I Lots of standard mathematical packages: GAP, R, GLPK,
CVXOPT, NumPy, SciPy

I Lots of Graph Theory

I Growing



The Program



Helping the Working Mathematician

I Given: a problem about a kind of mathematical object.

I Find and code object examples (or generate them, etc).

I Find and code invariants.

I Find and code properties.

I Find and code existing bounds.

I Find and code existing necessary conditions.

I Find and code existing sufficient conditions.

I Make conjectures!.



Thank You!

Automated Conjecturing in Sage:
https://github.com/nvcleemp/conjecturing

clarson@vcu.edu

https://github.com/nvcleemp/conjecturing

